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The discovery, primarily at subduction zones,
of spontaneous aseismic slip events (slow-
slip events, SSEs) has led to the recognition

that SSEs represent behavior between steady sliding
and dynamic earthquake rupture. Furthermore, slow
slip, down dip of plate boundary seismicity (30- to
45-km depth), may delineate the lower boundary of
the locked plate interface and constrain the fault ge-
ometryof greatmagnitude (M) 8 to 9 earthquakes (1).
SSEs have also been found recently at depths shal-
lower than ~10 km on the decollement (or related
faults) underlying the mobile south flank of Hawaii’s
Kilauea volcano (2, 3). The Kilauea SSEs occur in a

different tectonic setting and rheological context: up
dip of the region of decollement seismicity, although
potentially within the locked portion that can rupture
in earthquakes greater thanM 7 (4, 5). Within a rate-
state–dependent friction theoretical context, SSEs are
believed tooccur at the transitionbetweenunstable and
stable sliding. A general understanding, however, of
SSE initiation is still unresolved.We show that a dike
intrusion in June 2007 triggered an SSE at Kilauea.

During 17 to 19 June 2007,Kilaueawas intruded
by a dike that originated from the volcano’s summit
and extended its east rift zone (ERZ) by as much as
~1 m (6). We created an interferogram from two Ad-

vanced Land Observing Satellite synthetic aperture
radar images to produce a high-resolutionmapof the
intrusion (Fig. 1A). The interferogram indicates sub-
sidence atKilauea’s summit and two uplift lobes (sep-
arated by a narrow subsidence zone) related to the
dike intrusion.ContinuousGlobal PositioningSystem
(GPS) data further revealed anomalous, southeast-
directed, centimeter-scale horizontal motions at sites
far fromthedike(stationsPGF1,5,and6inFig.1and
fig. S1,A toD) that cannot be explained bymodels of
the dike intrusion and are best explained as arising
from an SSE. Horizontal motions from the four pre-
vious SSEs are nearly identical, although the 17 June
event has a larger magnitude (Fig. 1A) (2, 3). Addi-
tionally, south flank coastal sites exhibit subsidence not
predicted by the dike model, although similar to the
vertical motion during prior SSEs (fig. S1E). Lastly,
~24hours afterdike-related seismicity started, seismic-
ity increased abruptly in the north-south trending re-
gion that previously displayed SSE-triggered seismicity
(2,3) (Fig. 1A).Although this regionhas experienced
past elevated seismicity unassociated with SSEs, it
was quiescent during previous ERZ dike intrusions
in 1997 and 1999; thus, elevated activity during the
2007 event is consistent with SSE occurrence.

HourlyGPSpositions showthatSSE-relatedmo-
tions likely began ~15 to 20 hours after the intrusion,
suggesting that the intrusion triggered the SSE (Fig.
1B).Wefurthertest thishypothesisbymodelingstress
changes in the south flankdue to secular deformation
and the intrusion (Fig.1C).Themodels imply that the
intrusionincreasedtheCoulombfailurestressonshal-
lowly landward-dipping fault planes (the presumed
geometryoftheSSEslipsurfaces)byroughlythesame
amountasseculardeformationsincethelastSSE[deep
rift opening combined with decollement creep (4)].
These results, in concert with the observation that no
previousSSEsweredirectlyprecededbyintrusionsbut
rather occurred during times of normal background
deformation, suggest that both extrinsic (intrusion-
triggering) and intrinsic (secular fault creep) fault
processes produceSSEs atKilauea.
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Fig. 1. (A) Line-of-sight interferometricdisplacementmapfromALOSPALSAR(PhasedArrayTypeL-BandSynthetic
Aperture Radar) ascending acquisitions in fine beam dual polarization mode (FBD-HH, 14 MHz) on 5 May and 20
June 2007. K, Kilauea summit caldera; ERZ, east rift zone. Black vectors with arrows show static GPS horizontal
displacements estimated from times around the dike intrusion event. Because of large dike-related displacements,
sitesareplottedwith twodifferent scales.Other coloredvectors at sitesPGF1,5, and6showhorizontaldisplacements
from previous SSEs; gray vectors show expected displacements due to the dike intrusion (see also fig. S1). White
circles show earthquake epicenters (fromU.S. Geological Survey Hawaii VolcanoObservatory catalog) T5 days from
17 June for all events between depths of 5 to 10 km.White circles with thicker outline indicate north-south band of
events that occurred 24 hours after the dike intrusion started. (B) GPS position (projected onto average motion
direction) time series for selected sites. Approximate timingof dike initiationandSSE initiation indicatedwith vertical
colored bars. Coulomb failure stress models for (C) secular deformation and (D) shallow dike opening scenarios.
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